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waste of anchor resources and energy. Thus, the study of
path planning for anchors is necessary.
Anchor mobility model are mainly classified into three
categories: Random walking model, static path planning
model and dynamic path planning model [7]. Random
walking model mainly includes random waypoint model
and Gauss-Markov mobility model. For static path
planning model, anchors move in a permanent way preplanned. Authors in reference [8] presents three
trajectories: SCAN, DOUBLESCAN and HILBERT ,but
unavoidable, they all suffer from collinearity more or less.
To overcome this deficiency, reference [9] and [10]
proposed CIRCLE S-CURVES and trilateration scheme
separately which can efficiently solve the collinearity
problem. However, static path planning model is hard to
be applied in complex situation. Dynamic path planning
model is better flexibility. There are some existing
algorithms, virtual force scheme in reference [11],
Largest regular hexagon method in reference [12] and
Anchor adaptive moving methods proposed in reference
[13]. These algorithms solved the problem of anchors
traversing sparse area by making anchors move
adaptively. But when the sensor nodes are in the moving
state, these methods are not effective any more.
Reference [14] and [15] proposed a kind of optimal
anchor guiding scheme. This scheme used maximum grid
benefit criterion to decide the location of anchor for the
next moment. These two methods can be applied in
MWSNS. However they still need relatively high anchor
density to meet the requirement of positioning accuracy.
It is well known that the number of anchors around
sensor nodes is proportional to the positioning accuracy.
However, the number of anchors around sensor nodes is
randomly distributed in existing methods. This paper, we
proposed a scheme making at least two anchors around
sensor node at the stage of localization. Through this
method we greatly improve the precision as well as
reduce the density of anchors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the proposed algorithm in detail; Section III
demonstrates the simulation results; and in Section IV,
we conclude the paper.

Abstract—Localization
in
Mobile
Wireless
Sensor
Networks(MWSNs) has become a focus research in recent years,
path planning algorithm makes great influence on localization
performances. There are abundant existing path planning
methods, but few of them can be applied in MWSNs. In order to
avoid energy and resource waste caused by anchors traversing
sparse area randomly, we first realized anchors move adaptively
in MWSNs. Then, aim at the deficiency of high anchor density,
we proposed a scheme to make anchors move in pairs by
cooperation, ensuring that there will be at least two one-hop or
two-hop anchors around sensor nodes. Thus on the premise of
high positioning accuracy low energy consumption, we
efficiently reduce the number of anchors and increase the
utilization rate. The simulation results verify the algorithm
performance.
Index Terms—MWSNs, anchor path planning, localization,
cooperation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Localization
in
Mobile
Wireless
Sensor
Networks(MWSNS) is a challenging task compared with
the static networks, because both anchors and sensor
nodes are mobile. The classical algorithm is Monte Carlo
Localization (MCL) [1] proposed by Hu and Evans. This
algorithm used weighted particles denoting the posterior
distribution of sensor node location to realize localization.
Baggio proposed Monte Carlo Localization Boxed (MCB)
[2] algorithm，narrowed the sample area, reduced the
computational complexity. Constraint rules Optimized
Monte Carlo Localization (COMCL) algorithm is put
forward in reference [3], this algorithm adopted new
constraints, improved the localization precise. Besides,
there are some other improved algorithms based on MCL
[4]-[6]. The existing algorithms solved location problem
for mobile network basically. But unavoidably, they
suffer from low localization precise, high energy
consumption. In fact, the movement and distribution of
anchors is uneven. The random movement of anchors
often makes them traverse the sparse area, causing the
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II. ANCHOR ADAPTIVE PATH PLANNING METHOD BASED
ON COOPERATION

2) Anchor bounding box model
Bounding box is the probable area of sensor node for
the next time. The distance a node move can’t be longer
than its maximum speed, so we restrict the bounding box
of anchor A with Vmax , showed as Fig. 3 (a). For the
convenience of calculation, we all use rectangle instead
of circular approximately, including other model in this
paper.

This section, we first introduce some models used in
the algorithm. And then we summarize the factors
influencing the path choice. Finally, describe the anchor
adaptive path planning method based on cooperation
algorithm (APPCL) in detail.
communication area
anchor B
anchor A

sensor node at t+1
sensor node at t
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In order to make sure that there are at least two anchors
around sensor node, we restrict that: anchor B must be
anchor A’s one-hop neighbor anchor, in other words, the
communication radius of anchor A and anchor B must
have the intersection. The bounding box of anchor B is
showed in Fig. 3 (b).
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Fig. 1. Nodes distribution model. Fig. 2. Nodes moving model.
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A and anchor B. Rts denotes the communication area of
anchor.
Theoretically, anchor can move to any position in its
bounding box, we divide the bounding box into n  n

R

r
r

rectangles, noted as  xi , j , yi , j  . During the period of

Vmax

determining anchor position, we choose the optimal
coordinate where anchor can make the largest
contribution as the anchor next time coordinate.
3) Localization method
When anchor position is determined, it moves to the
position and broadcasts its ID and location information,
sensor node receives the information and constructs the
sample box by MCB method.
We select coordinates from the sample box randomly,
and filter the samples by the filter condition. After
repeating sampling and filtering process, we get
N samples, lt1 ,lt2 ,...ltN . Then average the samples and

StB
(a) Bounding box of anchor A (b) Bounding box of anchor B
Fig. 3. Bounding box of anchor pair.

A. Localization Model
Assuming that there are n sensor nodes and m
anchors randomly distributed in the observation area.
Sensor node location is unknown, while anchor location
is known. Sensor nodes move randomly and Anchors
adaptively move in pairs. The node distribution model
and moving model is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Each
anchor pair is composed of anchor A and Anchor B. The
sensor nodes (or anchors) traverse within a speed range
of  0,Vmax  . Time is divided into discrete time units. In



Localization

N

(3)

The detail localization process will show in part C.
B. Factors Influencing the Route Choice of Anchor
Sensor Nodes
Grid benefit G is one of the factors influencing the
position choice of anchors. The grid benefit maximization
ensures the minimum of estimated region of sensor node.
Thus the sample area may be minimum during the
localization step which may improve the precision of
localization.
In order to apply Grid benefit to this algorithm, we
make some improvement on it.
The grid benefit model of anchor A is the same as
reference [14], we will not give it in detail. The grid
benefit of anchor B is calculated based on anchor A. As is
shown in Fig. 4, E An defined as sensor node’s estimated

(1)

yt 1  y  Vt  sin  t 
where Vmax ,Vmin are the maximum and minimum speed of
nodes,  t denotes the direction of nodes,  is random
quantity[15].
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get the final estimated coordinate of sensor nodes.

each time unit, anchors first determine their positions
adaptively, ensuring that the position make the largest
contribution to the positioning performance. After that,
sensor nodes will use the anchors’ location information to
estimate their own coordinates.
1) Sensor nodes moving model

t 1  t  

(3)

We use Pt S1A ,Pt S1B to denote the bounding box of anchor

s
t

StA

(2)
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RtS A , of anchor A. Pt n is also constructed by node

Assume that there are  a sensor nodes bounding boxes
have intersection with anchor communication box when
anchor is at position  xi , j , yi , j  , We define the

maximum speed. EBn denotes the estimated region

localization probability as follows:

area functioned by anchor A. It is the intersection of the
sensor node bounding box, Pt n , and communication area,

n
functioned by anchor B only, and E A,B
is the intersection

H

of E An and EBn which denotes the estimated region
functioned by both anchor A and B. There are two cases
when calculating the grid benefit of anchor B at tS B .
First, if the bounding boxes of sensor nodes have
intersection with both anchor A and anchor B, we use the
estimated area E An instead of sensor node’s bounding

 w1G+w2 H
, H 0

I   w3 d
0
,
else


communication area RtSB . And then, subtract the

of anchor. w1 ,w2 ,w3 are the weights. To prevent the case

(4)

that d  0 , I   , we restrict when H  0 , I  0 ;

Second, if Pt n only has intersection with anchor B, we
substrate the intersection directly and get the benefit:.

C. Proposed Scheme
APPCL scheme mainly includes two steps: 1)Choose
the best positions of anchor pairs adaptively; 2) Estimate
the coordinates of sensor nodes.

(5)

We define the grid benefit of anchor B is the sum of
benefit of all sensor nodes.
N1

TABLE I: APPCL ALGORITHM
algorithm：AGML

N2

Gi = G ji + G ij
j 1

SB
n
Input: tSA
1 , t 1  t 1 r Vmax , Vmin N

(6)

j 1

Output: tSA , tSB ,  tn

where N1 is the number of sensor nodes whose bounding
box has intersection with the communication area of both
anchor A and anchor B. N 2 denotes the number of sensor
node bounding boxes that have intersection with RtSB
only.
Besides precision, energy consumption is also one of
the aspects to evaluate the localization performance. For
the moving anchors, the greater of the moving distance
d s the more energy consumption. Considering the

1.

n
SA
SB
Initial node and anchor position t
1 ,  t1  t1

2.

Construct bounding box Pt A , Pt B .

3.

Divide Pt A , Pt B into

4.

For i=1to n do
For j=1to n do
Calculate I i , j of each ri , j

StA

r

StA

r

each

select  xi , j , yi , j  as the optimal coordinate tSA .
end if
i=i+1;
end for
j=j+1;
end for
if i=j=n, select  xi , j , yi , j  which has the biggest I i , j as the

E An , B
Pt n
Pt SB
anchor A,SAt
anchor B,SBt
node, n it 1

optimal coordinate tSA

Fig. 4. Grid benefit model of anchor pair.

During the localization process, the number of
localized sensor nodes is also the factor to evaluate the
localization performance. Anchors tend to move to the
position where localization probability is the biggest.
©2017 Journal of Communications

respectively,

If I i , j  

EBn
E An

r

n  n rectangles

rectangles indicated as ri , j .

carried energy is limited, we make d s minimum as far as
possible.

StB

(8)

where G denotes the grid benefit value, H is the
localization probability, d s denotes the moving distance

intersection area from Pt n , we get the benefit:

Gij  Pt n  ( RtSB  Pt n )

(7)

where n is the number of sensor nodes .
For ease of calculation, we use a parameter I to
summarize the proposed factors:

box Pt n to get the intersection with anchor B’s

Gji  Pt n  ( EAn  RtSB )

a
n

5.

end if
Using the same method described above and find the anchor
B’s optimal coordinate tSB

6.
7.

Update positions of anchors A and anchor B.
Using MCB method get N sample coordinates  lt1 , lt2 ,..., ltN 

8.
9.

Using formula (10) ,calculate the coordinate of sensor node.
Update sensor nodes’ position

1) Determine positions of anchor pairs adaptively
First, we construct bounding boxes of anchor pairs as
mentioned in part A. Anchor may choose any position
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from the bounding box theoretically. But the contribution
to localization is different. We use the parameter
I summarized in part B to evaluate the contribution.
As is shown in Table I, step 1 to step 5 denote the
process of determining the positions of anchor pairs. For
anchor A, we first divide the bounding box into
n  n rectangles evenly. Each rectangle noted as ri , j ,

the average computing times is 998.23, less than GBM,
reduce by 40.6%.

2) Estimate the coordinates of sensor nodes
The localization step is based on MCB method. When
all anchor pairs move to their best positions, anchors
broadcast information packets. The packet includes the
ID and location information of both anchor A and anchor
iB
B, denoted as SiA/ B ,iA
. Sensor nodes receive the
t , t



where i, j denotes the ith row and jth column. We choose
the center coordinate of ri , j as the candidate position for
next

moment,

noted

as

x

i, j

, yi , j  .

Then

begin

with i  1, j  1 , we calculate I of  xi , j , yi , j  . Once we get
the I

i, j

  , output

x

i, j



information packets and calculate their coordinates.
The detail calculation method is as follows:
First, construct the sample box: the model of sample
box is the same as MCB method，we will not give it in
detail because of the space limit.
Next, establish the filter condition: the communication
area is divided into three subareas, C1,C 2,C3 as Fig. 5
shows. We take C 2 as example, if sensor node nt receive
the communication packet broadcast by anchor A but
can’t receive the information packet broadcast by anchor
B, then we can say that nt must be inside the
communication area of anchor A meanwhile be outside
the communication area of anchor B, that is, the sensor
node nt is located in the region C 2 . Thus, we establish
the new filter conditions shows in Table III.

, yi , j  as the best position of

anchor A . Where  is the pre-set threshold. Otherwise,
we traverse the bounding box, and find the  xi , j , yi , j 
with the biggest value of I i , j as the best position.
The method to determine the best position of anchor B
is the same as anchor A.
Compared to the scheme in reference [14], proposed
scheme reduces the calculated quantities obviously. The
former scheme first traverses the bounding box and gets
several coordinates with the biggest value of grid
benefit Gi , j , then puts the coordinates into the set  ,

After repeating sampling process and filtering
process, we get N samples,  lt1 ,lt2 ,...ltN  . Then average

finally finds the coordinate with the shortest moving
distance of anchor as the best position for next moment.
When traversing the bounding box, it calculates n 2 times

the samples and get the final estimated coordinate of
sensor nodes.

for each anchor, m  n2 times for m anchors. However,
most of the calculation is needless because the best
position usually not be at the last rectangle. APPCL
method adopts threshold value instead of maximum value,
which needn’t traverse all of the rectangles, reduces the
computational times effectively.
We use simulation data to further prove the superiority
of the algorithm. In the area of 500  500m2 , we set 20
anchors, 100 sensor nodes, Vmax  20m / s , the size of
anchor bounding box is 41m  41m , for ease of
calculation, we divided the bounding box into
41 41  1681 rectangles, each is 1m2 .

 lti
estimate  i 1
N

Localization

TABLE III: FILTER CONDITION
C1: d  lt , SiA   r and d lt , SiB   r; SiA , SiB  S





p ot lt j  1

C2: d  lt , SiA   r and d lt , SiB   r; SiA , SiB  S
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GBM
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681

APPCL
56
320
1681
982
1012
76
1681
1681
867
1681

NO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

GBM
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681
1681





Else

p ot lt  0
j

* S denotes the set of one-hop anchors of sensor nodes.

APPCL
101
1681
992
1681
624
620
1006
1681
265
1681

C1
C2
C3
Pt n1

StA

sample box

StB
nt
Fig. 5. The localization model of anchor pairs.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We can see from the Table II that the average
computing times of APPCL scheme is 1018.45 less than
GBM scheme, reduce by39.4%.
Besides, we select an anchor randomly, and observe
the computing times for 1000 steps，for APPCL scheme,

©2017 Journal of Communications



C3: d lt , SiA  r and d lt , SiB  r; SiA  S

TABLE II: COMPUTING TIMES
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

(9)

N

In this section, we use MATLAB to conduct the
simulation experiment. We aim at the localization
performance with the low anchor density. Three
localization methods are used to do the comparison of
localization performance. The three methods are Monte
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Carlo method, Maximization of Grid Benefit, denoted as
GBM, and the proposed method, APPCL.
The indicators of simulation performance evaluation:

2

Averdge Localization Error(r)

A. Fraction of Localized Sensor Nodes
We use the ratio of localized number of sensor nodes
nlocalized and the number of sensor nodes N in the whole
area to evaluate the fraction of localized sensor nodes:
n
(10)
LP  localized
N

i 1

i  ˆi

nlocalized
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1) Variation of localization performance with time
In order to observe the performance of low anchor
density, we only set two anchors in the observation area.
Fig. 6 is the curve of localization error. For the Monte
Carlo method, the localization precise is the lowest,
besides, its amplitude fluctuation is large compared to the
other two methods. That is because anchors in Monte
Carlo method move randomly, causing the size of sample
box having certain randomness. The larger the sampling
area, the greater the positioning error corresponding.
GBM method ensures the largest grid benefit, thus, the
sample box is relatively the smallest, which ensures a
high localization precise. APPCL has the lowest
localization error. Because of the cooperation between
anchor pairs, there are at least 2 anchors around sensor
node, further reduced the area of estimated area.
Fig. 7 is about the fraction of localized sensor nodes. It
shows that the number of localized sensor nodes of MCB
is the fewest, that is because anchors usually traverse the
sparse area due to the random movement. GBM and
APPCL solve this problem well and have higher fraction
of coverage.
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Fig. 7. Fraction of localized sensor nodes over 1000 time instances.
500  500m2 ; 100 sensor nodes; 2 anchors; Vmax  20m / s ; r  20m .
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Fig. 8. Localization error with varying anchor number; 500  500m2 ;
100 sensor nodes; Vmax  20m / s ; r  20m .

2) Variation of localization performance with the
number of anchors

1
MCB
BGM
APPCL

0.9

Fraction of Localized Nodes

It is well known that the number of anchors is
proportional to the position precision. In order to observe
the localization performance with the variation of the
number of anchors, we set 100 sensor nodes randomly,
the number of anchors increases from 2 to 100.
Simulation results are showed in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
We can see from Fig. 8, the localization precise of the
three methods are gradually improved by the increase of
anchor number. MCB method has a high sensitivity to the
anchor number. Compared to GBM, APPCL has a high
localization precise. The localization error of APPCL
with 2 anchors is the approximately equal to the GBM
method with 100 anchors.
©2017 Journal of Communications

1
0.8

Fig. 6. Variation of localization error with time. 500  500m2 ; 100
sensor nodes; 2 anchors; Vmax  20m / s ; r  20m .
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Time(s)

where ˆ i denotes the estimate coordinate of the ith sensor
nodes,  i denotes the
communication radius.

1.4
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Fraction of Localized Nodes
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B. Average Localization Error
To avoid the influence of communication radius, we
use (12) to evaluate the average localization error:
nlocalized
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Fig 9. Fraction of localized sensor nodes with varying anchor number.
500  500m2 ; 100 sensor nodes; Vmax  20m / s ; r  20m .
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Fig. 9 shows that with the increasing of anchor number,
the localized sensor node proportion is also increased.
MCB has the fewest fraction of localized sensor nodes
because of the random moving of anchors. The localized
sensor node proportion of GBM is higher than APPCL,
that is because anchors with non-cooperation can cover
more area of observation region.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed an anchor adaptive path planning
scheme for localization in MWSNS. On one hand, this
optimal path planning scheme minimized the waste of
energy and resource which caused by anchors randomly
movement, and reduced the computational complexity as
well. On the other hand, by using the cooperation
between anchors we realized anchors move in pairs
which improved the localization precise and reduced the
anchor density effectively. Simulation results reveal that
the proposed algorithm has better performance over MCB
scheme and GBM scheme, especially in the low anchor
density situation.

3) Variation of localization performance with the
maximum speed of sensor nodes
This part we set the maximum moving speed vary
from 1m / s to 50m / s . From Fig. 10 we can see that, the
localization error increases by the increasing of speed. It
is most likely that estimated region is larger.
Consequently, uncertainty region of node to be localized
is large and localization error increases. MCB method is
sensitive to the moving speed, which indicates the worst
robustness during the three methods. APPCL has the
lowest localization error and is relatively stable between
the three methods.
Fig. 11 denotes the fraction of localized sensor nodes.
When the maximum moving speed is small, APPCL has
the highest localized number; MCB and GBM are almost
the same. That is because the moving distance of sensor
nodes in unit time is small, sensor nodes are not
dispersive. Thus, the anchor pair can locate more sensor
nodes. When the moving speed is high the sensor nodes
can step over the communication area easily, leading to
fewer sensor nodes heard the broadcast packet.
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